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Name: Majmua Hajira Masrur: Sab Afsanai Merai Author: Khajira Masur Subject: Urdu Literature ISBN: 9693528468 Format: DjVu Number of Pages: 128 Description: The book "Majmu" is a collection of Muslim poems, stories and fairy tales.These poems were written sometime by Rumi.Some of them are reworked by Rumi, others were written by less educated poets Rumi
composed the famous poems "Seven Beauties" and "The Song of Gamzat", but he was also the author of more than a thousand stories and poems. He was one of the first in the 19th century to translate works into Urdian great Arab poets.Using also works of Persian poetry, he wrote these verses in Urdi, which later appeared in a small book "Majir".Rumi also composed a love
song R Ahmatullah and Saraad. This is truly an outstanding work. It was passed from mouth to mouth by the light of an oil lamp. Rumi poetry is the national language in which music and songs are written in almost all parts of the world. Now Urdish is spoken in Urdistan, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Indian Kashmir, Oman, Iran, Afghanistan. The book "Mejmu" contains
stories and poems dedicated to the Truth. Many of them are allegorical and represent whole parables. This is due to the fact that Rumi explored many holy places and gave the word in verse to tell about them. In addition, he wanted to explain the essence of many things. In this collection of poems, Rumi is the author of novels, short stories, plays and other types of poetry.
Noteworthy is his book "Life and Love" (edited by Kadizan and Bindar Hussain). His epic poem "Night" is also known. In this poem, Rumi reflects the shortcomings of life and forgives sins. His poem is very simple and memorable from the first reading. The Life of Rumi is a collection of poems from various parts of his life. Sometimes he used them individually, some as
attachments. Rumi's collection contains many works in which he depicts the world, including the world of Muslims. Rumili often finds himself in the realm of snow, under the influence of which he began to write his cycle of poems "The Garden Created by Snow". Among the poetry R
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